Polarity
The purpose of my commentary is not to be judgmental, but to be in touch with
reality, to simply give us a perspective on where we stand in time in terms of the
history and cultural norms of our civilization so we can be more discerning, wiser and
make better decisions.
Here we go on a subject which is highly media propagandized and emotionally
charged (and therefore irrational) for many people. ...
Legally, the US has repudiated polarity in the basic unit of society, the building block
of society, the nuclear family, with the Supreme Court's ruling validating homosexual
(non-polarity) marriage and benefits. This US Supreme Court ruling is contrary to
both a basic tenet of Christianity, where the polarity of the nuclear family (husband
+ and wife -) is the basic building block of society. This is also contrary to the
perspective the Asian cultures hold in their centuries' old yin/yang perspective, and
contrary to the heterosexual habits of all free wild animals. The US Supreme Court
ruling is also contrary Islamic legal practice. ...
Remembering that theology is what God does, and science is how He does it, flip
sides of the same coin, as Einstein said, "Science without religion is lame. Religion
without science is blind." The harmonic holographic fractal of health and life on
Planet Earth is polarity, from the atom itself with negative electrons and positive
protons, ... + - ..., to the electromagnetic basis of the planet itself (north pole, south
pole) (spinning magnetosphere whose limitless energy Tesla discerned how to tap,
harness and use), to the earth's dramatically weakening magnetic field which
negatively affects all life significantly, to the atmosphere's magnetosphere,
ionosphere, to lightning which is an electrostatic discharge that equalizes the
negative/positive polarization, to the centuries old validity of yin/yang in Asian
cultures including acupuncture which French nuclear science has validated, to
centuries of healing using the North Pole ("green") side of magnets ("The Magnetic
Effect" by Davis & Rawls), to the vital acid/alkaline (+-) polarity balance of the soil
for producing healthy plants, to the critical nature of the sodium/potassium (+-)
polarity exchange at our cellular level for good health, to the magnetic polarity at
various parts of the human body which result in literally + - attraction when male
and female face each other, to the 6 pairs (12) of yin/yang, + - organ systems in our
bodies, plus there is the polarization in electricity, computers, etc.
Everything that is alive and healthy has a vibrant + - polarity component.
The harmonic in history is that the acceptance socially and politically of
homosexuality has historically marked the end of a civilization, as it has also hailed
the death of the nuclear polarized male/female, husband/wife, + - family. There
have been numerous secular sociological books written on this subject, on the vital
nature of the basic nuclear polarized male/female, husband/wife, family. (These
books are presented in the "Allegiance" section of "Christianity" free on the home
page of our website - www.remcmaster.com) .
Again, no judgment or condemnation here, just science, history, sociology,
philosophy and facts in an open and honest discussion, all effectively saying the
same thing. The Lebanese have an age old proverb: "Truth kills those who hide from
it." True enough.

Then there is the confirming non-polarity cancer of debt (death) which has swamped
nearly every society globally today. Asia, the rising civilization, is buying gold, while
the West, the dying civilization is selling gold - real money. So, a society's "Dance
with Death" death is holographic across a wide range of seemingly disparate but
holographic harmonic fields, all of which have in common "death" in one form or
another. ...It is accordingly no coincidence that Western Civilization, at the end of its
510-year cycle, at the time now of the 4th Turning, has rejected and repudiated the
underlying Christian religion and philosophy that built it, leaving the West rootless
and adrift, without a rudder in stormy social seas. Bible scholars will point to
Scripture in both the Old and New Testaments where God condemns lack of clear cut
human male/female polarity (homosexuality). (Reference “Good Morning, Lord”,
August 28, 2012, www.Compass.org)
There are also the Bible passages warning about being lukewarm, neither hot nor
cold (no polarity) and being spewed out of the mouth (Revelation 3:16); the
command to neither look to the right or to the left (unbalanced polarity) (Proverbs
4:27); the statement that if salt has lost its savour/taste (no polarity) it is useless
(Matthew 5:13).
Human nature has not changed. This is why even though history does not exactly
repeat itself, it does rhyme, and so there are lessons to be learned from history and
science if we are to embrace life and health.
.It is noteworthy that much of Africa and the Middle East still criminalize
homosexuality, primarily Muslim-majority nations, and that the Duma and Putin in
Russia have openly outlawed homosexual propagandizing as damaging to the State,
and in so doing have clearly gone against the trend of dying Western Civilization.
Note: I recently discovered where the homosexual community gets the word "gay"
as a synonym for "homosexuality". "Gay" in my old dictionary means "merry cheerful - jolly - joyful - blithe - mirthful, keenly alive and exuberant; having or
inducing high spirits." See Link below.
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